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RECOGNZABILITY, DECENTRALIZATION, DISPERSION, EXTERNALITY, INTERNALITY
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[ D I V E R G E N T     P H A S E ]
  
 [ACTUAL DOMAIN]
 [PROPERTIES OF FORM]
  [GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES] 
  [MATERIAL PROPERTIES]
  [QUALITATIVE PROPERTIES]
  [TOWARDS]
 
   [QUANTITY] 
   [MATTER]
   [STRUCTURE]
[SPATIAL OBJECTS] [ASSEMBLAGES]
 
 [relations of material and expressive components]
  [processes of stabilization assemblage's identity] 
             
  [A-SIGNIFYING SIGNS] or [a-signs]
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 








































































































































































GRAPHIC PATTERNS TO GLASS







































































































USE OF SPACE vs FUNCTION
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